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Customer experience as a topic has dominated thought leadership in 
trade magazines, blogs, and consulting publications the past few years. 
Popularly known as CX, this strategic management monolith has the 
potential to meet the ever-increasing expectations of consumers, with 
interactions that delight them, build loyalty, and distinguish brands. 

With CX’s all-encompassing scope (e.g., end-to-end journeys and omnichannel touch 
points), what does it mean for loyalty marketers—long responsible for the post-purchase 
customer journey, direct channels, and retention goals? How do they incorporate CX 
possibilities into their discipline? This tension can be released through the realization that 
both share the same goal: customer loyalty. CX creates a great opportunity for loyalty 
marketers and CX to partner on every step of the journey, to create unbreakable loyalty, 
and to unlock total customer value. 

Different origins, common goal
So, is loyalty marketing a subset of CX? Not at all. Both loyalty marketing and CX aim 
to build loyalty with customers. While their focus and strategies approach loyalty 
from different angles, they ultimately meet at shared touch points. In fact, it’s in their 
differences that a path forward emerges to help define each function.

Loyalty marketing grew from its focus on growing and retaining existing customers, using 
behavioral data and insights to drive desired behaviors. Often, this growth happens via 
explicit value exchanges—discounts, rewards, points, exclusive benefits, or content offered 
in return for specific behaviors, from initial engagement to purchase. 

In contrast, CX emerged by designing and managing all customer interactions with 
a brand—from awareness to evangelism, involving all internal departments, whether 
occurring digitally or face to face. That’s a massive scope meant to drive customer 
satisfaction by addressing unmet needs and removing friction from the brand relationship. 

Building brand loyalty requires both loyalty marketing and CX strategies to be orchestrated 
in a way that feels personalized and relevant with each customer interaction. 
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Rising to meet new consumer expectations
While elements of CX have existed for years, this discipline is relatively new in 
organizational structures. Understanding this rise requires considering the driving forces 
that have brought CX to the forefront of CEOs’ agendas. 

Let’s start with the old model of brand building: A marketing team would establish the 
brand promise, an idea beyond rational benefits that suggests an emotional connection. 
Upon purchase of a product or service, that promise is or is not realized. Essentially, 
branding is who we say we are and a purchase is what a customer actually experiences. 
Depending on the latter’s outcome, a customer is more or less likely to be satisfied and 
become brand loyal. 

http://lacek.com
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How consumers experience brands has changed with the ascent of the internet. Emerging 
brands create new experiences, and these result in new expectations for all brands. 

The rise of the World Wide Web (1990s onward): During the dot-com era, sites 
like Expedia.com and Priceline.com increased pricing visibility, allowing travelers 
to compare options, bypass the phone, and make reservations directly on their 
computers. This expectation of control, of how and when a consumer interacts with a 
brand, became table stakes.

In short order, a brand had to elevate the user experience on its website, which likely 
had operated more like a digital brochure.

The rise of the social web (2004 onward): Otherwise known as web 2.0, this era 
enabled platforms like Twitter and MySpace to generate broad reach and to disrupt 
brands that had long controlled their brand identity and messaging. All of a sudden, 
creative consumers could widely share and consume brands, creating informal 
communities with peers. 

In response, companies not only had to cede control of their carefully crafted brands, 
but enable and participate in brand-related discussions outside of their owned 
environments.

The rise of the mobile web (2007 onward): As smartphones and tablets became 
mainstream, first-mover brands again outran traditional powerhouse brands. App-
based experiences brought the power of digital to consumers’ fingertips on all devices 
at all moments of their days. In addition, apps like Shazam and weather.com used 
audio and location information to provide context-aware interactions. Want to know 
the name of that song on the radio? Fire up Shazam. Does that ache in your knee mean 
a rainstorm? Check weather.com. 

This level of power, right in consumers’ pockets, meant brands needed, more than ever, 
to understand users in their need states. 

The “next” web: The technology ecosystem is constantly evolving—just consider 
the internet of things (IOT) and the rise of TikTok. No doubt, the only certainty is 
uncertainty. Whatever experiences emerge in the future, they are sure to translate into 
new consumer expectations.

Every single interaction with a brand builds a picture of that business in a consumer’s 
mind and requires active orchestration of the total experience. 

http://lacek.com
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The value of a loyal customer
There’s an axiom that says, keeping an existing customer costs five times less than 
replacing one. But have we thought wrongly of value? As Peter Fader, a Wharton 
marketing professor, said in a 2019 Forbes article: "Here’s my take on that old belief: who 
cares? Decisions about customer acquisition, retention, and development shouldn’t be 
driven by cost considerations—they should be based on future value.”* According to Fader, 
future value can be measured in customer lifetime value (CLV) and reflects the potential 
of the customer over time or by increasing her spend. In today’s world of microtargeting, 
personalization can increase consumer spending up to 500%.*

While behaviors such as increased spend, repurchase, and replenishment generate 
tangible revenue, does purchase behavior equal true loyalty? At The Lacek Group, we 
believe acting loyal is not enough. To engender a sense of feeling loyal, a brand must 
address a customer’s emotional relationship with that brand, reaping benefits from trust, 
shared values, and sensory experiences. 

According to Dan Jurek, a loyalty program expert and a Lacek colleague, “Loyalty itself is 
driven by emotion—loyalty to family, to loved ones, to a cause, to a nation. In the hierarchy 
of purchase motivations, purpose is an emotional trigger that has the potential to foster 
lifelong brand loyalty.”†

Indeed, emotional loyalty is valuable beyond advocacy; it can insulate a brand from 
poor customer interactions that may otherwise cause attrition. Achieving high customer 
retention and loyalty in today’s marketing environment requires CX and loyalty marketing 
disciplines to work together to affect customer acquisition, behavior, and emotion. 

http://lacek.com
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Data-driven experience delivery 
Customers expect a brand to personally meet their needs. But delivering these 
personalized interactions, regardless of program benefits, requires unlocking data and 
technology to fuel the entire journey.

Historically, loyalty marketing managed post-purchase activities and built robust CRM 
systems around journey phases to engage known customers.

Retention
Sell product/service again

Deepening
Increase customer value

Conversion
Acquire a customer

Education
Articulate the value prop

Awareness
Set the brand promise

New Loyal

Today technology enables a brand to know or model best customers throughout each 
phase of the journey. This allows a brand not only to develop and keep best customers, 
but to maximize customer value by targeting, influencing, and converting high-potential 
customers. 

Retention
Identify best customers

Deepening
Activate behavioral insights

Conversion
Address motivational barriers

Education
Personalize the value prop

Awareness
Target best potential customers

New Loyal

Moving backward in the journey, loyalty can leverage data and technology to impact the 
customer experience. 

Conversion: Website personalization and remarketing can use digital signals (e.g., 
pages visited and drop-off points) to follow up with custom messaging to address 
motivational barriers. 

Education: As consumers lean into learning about a brand’s value prop, they leave 
digital footprints online and provide sales signals via questions when shopping in 
person. Tailoring outbound messaging or website messaging can address specific 
persona barriers. 

Awareness: Digital media have accelerated the ability to identify look-alikes modeled on 
best customers and find them programmatically to create more efficient media buys.

By activating CRM capabilities across the customer journey, brands can capture more of 
the total value opportunity through personalized experience delivery.

http://lacek.com
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The path forward
All that said, the enormous brand 
challenge is to meet customer needs 
when and where they occur, personalized 
to each customer. This ambitious 
scope is necessary in the age of the 
empowered consumer. This increases 
the insights needed, channels managed, 
and the varying levels of intensity and 
differentiation for each experience. 
Fortunately, loyalty marketing provides 
a base of personalized insights and 
infrastructure to fuel orchestrated brand 
experiences. 

Following are four broad initiatives on 
which both disciplines, loyalty marketing 
and CX, can collaborate. Below each are 
several related activities; place on your 
shared agenda the ones you believe will 
provide the most traction and benefit. 

Create a shared view of the customer 
Loyalty marketers have established a 
wealth of knowledge on what a brand’s 
best customers look like and how they 
behave. CX marketers, meanwhile, take 
a broader view of loyalty drivers. By 
combining loyalty’s data insights and 
CX’s emerging techniques, brands can 
maximize customer understanding. Build 
the strongest view of your customer and 
your current-state experience by using 
journey maps for both your best customers 
and your key personas. 

•  Create journey maps based on best 
customers. Motivations, barriers, and 
touch points aren’t always equal. Take 
existing journey maps and stress test 
them using the lens of the highest-
value segments.

• Contribute data layers into existing 
CX journey maps. Journey maps built 
for broader customer personas often 
rely heavily on institutional knowledge, 
survey data, and ethnography. 
Leverage loyalty marketing’s data 
maturity to verify or challenge 
existing beliefs about the journey.

CRM insights activated online
Let’s envision exciting opportunities where 
offline customer-relationship management 
(CRM) insights about known customers are 
activated online:

• Strategize bidding tactics between 
high-value and low-value customers 
to make your PPC campaigns more 
profitable.

• Reengage lapsed or high-churn-risk 
customers online through Facebook 
ads, display banners, and YouTube 
videos to reestablish a bond with your 
brand.

• Differentiate offers between loyalty 
members and other consumers. 
Specifically, serve up point-deal, tier-
stretch, and redemption reminder 
messages to loyalty members across 
channels to be more relevant than 
generic discounts.

• Deliver newsletter messages 
beyond the email channel to catch 
your subscribers’ attention and 
engagement.

• Use paid channels to cross-sell and 
upsell among your known customers, 
based on their purchase histories and 
future potential.

Excerpt from “Hey, I Know You! Recognize Known 
Customers Across Channels with Relevant Messaging” 
by Shi Bu, vice president, data intelligence practice, 
The Lacek Group, September 30, 2019.
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• Prioritize “moments that matter.” 
Brands can win or lose with customers 
at critical moments, including when 
a hotel customer checks into a hotel, 
earns a first loyalty program reward, 
or redeems that reward. (For more on 
this, see “Using Data to Enhance Your 
Customer Journey Maps.”) Identifying 
and prioritizing these moments in 
terms of customer satisfaction and 
loyalty correlation can determine 
the return that a brand receives from 
investing in those moments. 

Advance omnichannel 
Engaging today’s consumers involves 
meeting them in highly personal ways, 
online and offline. CX offers an opportunity 
to break down organizational barriers 
that often prevent loyalty strategies from 
including broader media like display, TV, 
and social. Because all media channels 
are trending toward an addressable 
state, using CRM as the core engine to 
personalize and unify channels requires 
operational readiness.  Brands must unlock 
data and technology to scale experience 
delivery. 

• Build CRM smartly for efficiency. 
Adding touch points stresses workflow 
and systems. Each channel requires a 
brand to organize customer identity, 
segmentation, signals, and preferences 
within the point solution (e.g., a content 
management system, an email service 
provider, and a data management 
platform). As platforms are added, this 
becomes difficult to manage efficiently. 
Pulling data curation, decisioning, 
and content design into a brand’s 
environment provides a more scalable 
solution and adaptability to changing 
martech stacks. 

5 ways to use data to enhance your 
customer journey maps

• Transactional data. While pure 
transactional data will provide some 
insights, it’s the context around 
purchase data that brings it to life. 
So it’s important to isolate key 
segments or personas for which 
you’re designing experiences. Then 
analyze transactional data in reference 
to digital behaviors or sources (see 
digital data below) to identify hidden 
opportunities. 

• Digital data. Identify gaps or 
opportunities in the micro moments 
of the digital journey using third-party 
tools. Early in the journey, Google 
often has a critical influence on which 
brands enter the selection set. Using 
third-party tools like Semrush or 
Google Keyword Planner, you can see 
the demand for nonbranded search 
terms and how your brand shows up. 
Similar tools can help audit for gaps 
in social channels (e.g., Rival IQ) and 
emails (e.g., ESPs, ReturnPath).

• Emotional data. Bolster your 
emotional insights across the 
customer journey by employing 
emotional analytics. For example, 
software providers can translate 
facial expressions and vocal tones 
into emotional categories, such as 
fear, anger, or joy. Call centers, social 
reviews, and message boards can 
provide the raw information to tag 
with emotional attributes. 

• Correlation or regression analysis. 
Whether it’s a micro moment, critical 
moment, or moment of truth, parts of 
the journey demand extra attention 
and resources. But which ones? Use 
traditional analysis to find the right 
answer for your customers.

• Trending data. Let’s face it: Since the 
pandemic and subsequent economic 
disruption, behavior patterns are 
changing. The travel industry, for 
example, has seen profound changes 
in customer behavior. For your brand, 
be sure to consider your data with 
that in mind. As you design and 
revise the user experience, identify 
shifts in customer behaviors and use 
that information to project what you 
expect to see in the future.

Key source: “Using Data to Enhance Your Customer 
Journey Maps” by Joe Rueckert, The Lacek Group, 
October 28, 2020.
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• Channel-based workflow: Each new channel creates redundant work around curation, 
decisioning, and design.

Organize 
identity, 
segmentation, 
signals and 
preferences

Determine 
who gets 
what, when 
and how

Produce, 
tag, and 
publish 
content for 
delivery

CURATE DECIDE DESIGNEmail

Pay-per-Click

Social

Mobile App

Call Center

Display

Website CURATE DECIDE DESIGN

CURATE DECIDE DESIGN

CURATE DECIDE DESIGN

COLLECT DATA

MEASURE ACROSS CHANNELS

• Audience-based workflow: Communication strategy is centralized and then published 
to channel tools. 

Email

Pay-per-click

Social

Mobile App

Call Center

Display

Website

COLLECT DATA

MEASURE ACROSS CHANNELS

CURATE DECIDE DESIGN

Organize
identity,
segmentation,
signals and
preferences

Determine
who gets
what, when
and how

Produce,
tag and
publish
content for
delivery
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• Right-size segmentation. Loyalty marketing has created the ability to target 
audiences at a precise level. As CRM targets people before they purchase, 
segmentation must adapt—scaling its targeting in other media. In short, a brand must 
broaden its segmentation as it engages earlier in the journey.  

Elevate experiences
Brands are now challenged to delight users with differentiated, branded experiences. 
New techniques like design-thinking offer ways to create these experiences, while still 
leveraging existing infrastructure to test them in market. Meanwhile, CX techniques offer a 
blue ocean for loyalty marketers to reimagine strategies, and loyalty marketers provide CX 
teams embedded capability and a willing partner.

• Dedicate time for innovation. Innovation is a proactive activity. Set aside time to 
rethink existing programs beyond rational benefits. Challenge assumptions and 
redefine user problems to build a customer-centric view.

• Design experiences for your 
best customers. Many scaled 
experiences are built for broad 
persona groups to maintain 
efficiency. However, because best 
customers contribute more to the 
bottom line, an opportunity exists 
to create experiences reserved for 
upper-tier personas. 

• Use loyalty programs to pilot 
CX experiences. Existing loyalty 
programs can provide a safe 
testing environment for CX ideas, 
measuring impact and viability 
during the design process. 
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align around our Loyalty Triangle
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Build a culture of accountability
Ultimately, both disciplines must demonstrate a return for the business. That’s why it’s 
essential to combine the scale of CX with the rigor and reporting cadence of loyalty 
marketing. Truly loyal customers act loyal and feel loyal. As Forrester illustrated, 
consumers who act loyal via their purchases don’t necessarily feel loyal or have emotional 
bonds with the brand. The goal is to capture hearts and minds. Then the wallets will follow.

Source: Improve Loyalty Measurement with Behavioral And Emotional Metrics, Emily Collins (Forrester), October 4, 2019.  

• Incorporate more emotional measures. Creating an emotional connection is 
essential to any brand that wants to unlock long-term customer loyalty and boost 
profitability. Overlay customer satisfaction scores from the CX team to see how the 
brand’s loyalty program resonates with best customers.   
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• Turn customer outcomes into business outcomes. Quantifying the business impact 
of satisfied customers remains a challenge. To determine behavioral and business 
impacts, CX can tap into loyalty partners to identify the correlation of customer 
satisfaction scores.

Source: Improve Loyalty Measurement with Behavioral and Emotional Metrics, Emily Collins (Forrester), October 4, 2019. 
Based on the responses of 83 loyalty marketing professionals. Net Promoter and NPS are registered service marks, and 
Net Promoter Score is a service mark, of Bain & Company, Inc., Satmetrix Systems, Inc., and Fred Reichheld.

How do you measure the success of your loyalty initiatives?  
(Multiple responses accepted).
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The content provided in this white paper is not intended to constitute legal advice and is provided for 

informational purposes only. This document contains links to other third-party websites, which are 

provided solely for the convenience of the reader.

Joe Rueckert serves as senior director, Strategic Services, at The 
Lacek Group, a Minneapolis-based, data-driven, customer engagement 
and loyalty agency that has been delivering marketing solutions for 
its world-class clients for more than 25 years. The Lacek Group is an 
Ogilvy Experience company.

Reach us at info@lacek.com or 612-359-3700.

Summary
The growing CX focus should be seen as an opportunity for every business to find new 
pockets of growth, for brand teams to see brand promises reinforced, and for loyalty 
marketers to drive the engine that fuels much of the customer experience. 

Loyalty marketing and CX are stronger together by building frictionless experiences for 
all and creating personalized experiences for a brand’s best customers. By delivering, 
prioritizing, and personalizing experiences at each touch point, brands create total value 
by identifying, developing, and retaining best customers. 

At The Lacek Group, we aim to make customers more valuable to our clients, and to help 
our clients recognize and reach customers across channels. By bringing CX and loyalty 
together, our customers are able to maximize total customer value and accomplish their 
business objectives.  

Sources
 * “ Does It Still Cost 5x More To Create a New Customer Than Retain an Old One?” by Blake Morgan,  Forbes, 

April 29, 2019.
 † “ Aligning Your Loyalty Program with Your Brand Purpose” by Dan Jurek, The Lacek Group, September 23, 

2020.
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